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Internationally renowned since its initial publication in 1954, Campbell's UROLOGY boasts

sweeping revisions that reflect all of the latest knowledge and clinical practices. Renamed

Campbell-Walsh UROLOGY in recognition of Dr. Patrick C. Walsh's outstanding contributions to the

field, the 9th Edition is a complete reference to guide your practice. Includes a CD-ROM with

references linked to MEDLINE.Hundreds of internationally recognized contributors address every

aspect of the specialty in complete detail.Uses algorithms, photographs, radiographs, and line

drawings to illustrate essential concepts, nuances of clinical presentation and technique, and

decision-making.For the first time, this edition boasts a full-color design with key points boxes and

relevant treatment algorithms throughout Presents Dr. Alan J. Wein as the new lead Editor of this

trusted classic, along with an all-new editorial board and a host of new expert contributors Includes

24 new chapters on such hot topics as vascular and prosthetic surgery for erectile dysfunction,

female sexual function and dysfunction, laparoscopic bladder surgery, tumor markers for prostate

cancer, neuromodulation and electrical stimulation Includes over 2500 high-quality illustrations,

most in full color New organization by anatomical region to mirror the way you work, and an entire

volume (IV) on pediatric urologyWith more than 150 additional contributing experts.
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"The 132 chapters in the four volumes contain information on every aspect of urology, from basic



anatomy through developmental biology to all clinical aspects that can be antecipated. The 9th

edition of Campbell-Walsh Urology is a must for every urologist, young or old"Jan Adolfsson -

Scandinavian Journal of Urology and Nephrology, 2007"Meredith Campbell would be proud of this

newest edition... Nearly 4000 pages of practical information on every aspect of urology... With the

introduction of new techniques and minimally invasive approaches, we need these volumes to bring

us up to speed." - JAMA, review of the previous edition"A handsome, practical set of volumes...

Helpful for the student, important for the resident, and is an up-to-date source for the practicing

urologist." - JAMA, review of the previous edition

Alan J. Wein, MDProfessor and Chair, Division of UrologyUniversity of Pennsylvania Health

SystemLouis R. Kavoussi, MDProfessor and Chair, Department of UrologyAlan W. Partin, MD,

PhDDavid Hall McConnell Professor and ChairUrologist -in-Chief, Department of Urology,

OncologyThe Johns Hopkins Medical InstitutionsCraig A. Peters, MD Chief, Division of Surgical

Innovation, Technology and TranslationPrincipal Investigator, Sheikh Zayed Institute for Pediatric

Surgical InnovationChildren's National Medical CenterProfessor of Urology and Pediatrics

I've just finished my residency and had to go through two editions of Campbell. Considering the 8th,

the 9th is beyond comparison. Colors (gasp) Indexed pages. All great points in making this the

updated bible of urology. Unfortunately I've found more than a handful of typos. There was also a

bad reference in the text pointing me to Chapter XXX (really). Also some pictures (esp the ones

depicting the vasovasostomy) were blown way out of proportion. I've also found a picture that was

severely pixellated (in the chapter written by nonother than Dr Walsh himself). The CD rom was

good but I still don't know why I have to pay extra to get the text on disc. I hear that the Internists get

their Harrison on CD. So here's to hoping that the 10th will be a bit better.

the bible of urology in questions and answers format....shows important urological diagnosis and

situationsthat reviews the Campbells Urology- answers comes like comments or bulletseasy to

study

Much nicer graphics and diagrams. Concise and reliable. Only complaint is that the "CD-ROM" only

contains the references for the chapters and not the actual text or graphics.

Campbell Walsh Urology Edition 9ed 4 Volumes with Full Online Access - WEIN ISBN:1416029664



EAN:9781416029663Binding:This will get you the hard copy 4 volumes and a CD-ROM containing

ONLY references and link to abstract on pubmed. Unlike the previous edition the entire text and

images of the book ARE NOT (emphasize - ARE NOT) available on CD anymore. You can access

the entire text book through a computer ONLINE only after logging in. NOTE as per publisher-

Purchase of this book includes a limited personal license to the online version for use exclusively by

the individual who has purchased the book. This license and access to the web site operates strictly

on the basis of a single user per PIN. The sharing of passwords is strictly prohibited, and any

attempt to do so will invalidate the password. The license and access may not be lent, resold, or

otherwise circulated.Coming to the REVIEW OF THIS BOOK which you all want to read -

"FANTASTIC" should say it in one word. Huge improvement in the presentation, contents, pictures,

videos & diagrams. The layout and presentation makes this book more enjoyable and interesting to

read compared to the 8th edition. The key points in boxes in most pages are good for quick review.

Similarly the multicolour tables are helpful. The book is overall well updated and is relevant to early

2006 when it was written. The online edition updates this to current relevance partly and it will be

interesting to see how good this new option will be as time goes by.The NEGATIVE points are -

some of the diagrams are too gaudy and oversimplified and therefore practically not good (more like

primary school diagrams). Some of the surgical photographs are of poor standard have blood in the

field glaring and you can hardly see the anatomy they are pointing to. They need to weed out such

photographs & diagrams drastically in the next edition.Coming to the ONLINE ACCESS of the text

book [...]The text search option is miles better than the previous edition and brings out the relevant

ones and there is an indicator showing the relevance to your keyword search. It also brings up the

image library with relevant images at the same time with rating of relevance to the topic searched

which is significant improvement.There is a scrapbook in your online account which stores all saved

searches, bookmarks and your notes. Select multiple images into the "lightboxes" and download the

images at the end of your browsing.You can print the pages you want in a printer friendly format.

You can send pages you want to your PDA for browsing as needed.Overall opinion - 4.5 out of 5

stars. All urology residents and consultant should have this, preferably with the online access

"E-dition" option (will cost an additional Euro 100 approx compared to option 2- see below).OTHER

AVAILABLE OPTIONS -Campbells Urology 9ed 4 Volume Book with CDRom Video Clips - WEIN

ISBN:0721607985 EAN:9780721607986 . Details same as above but WITHOUT access to online 4

volume text and updates . CD Rom has diagrams, photographs and references with links

only.THIRD OPTION:Campbell-Walsh Urology Online, 9th Edition (like a ebook which you can

access 4 volumes of text with updates online only) - you are excluding the hard cover book option.



ISBN: 978-1-4160-2968-7.So remember Campbell Walsh Urology Edition 9ed 4 Volumes is

available in 3 TYPES/ OPTIONS !!Happy reading & Enlightment

Campbell Walsh Urology Edition 9ed 4 Volumes is available in 3 TYPES/ OPTIONS !!I am surprised

and amazed that the publishers have not taken the trouble to explain the type of options available

while purchasing the text book. They have not informed what is INCULDED OR NOT in your

purchase and the exact contents of the CD- Rom. I had to search various websites to get the

information and even then was not well informed before I purchased the first option reviewed

below.FIRST OPTION -Campbell Walsh Urology Edition 9ed 4 Volumes with Full Online Access -

WEIN ISBN:1416029664 EAN:9781416029663Binding:HardbackList Price:Euro 525 (guide price at

a book store- costlier than on  of course).This will get you the hard copy 4 volumes and a CD-ROM

containing ONLY references and link to abstract on pubmed. Unlike the previous edition the entire

text and images of the book ARE NOT (emphasize - ARE NOT) available on CD anymore. You can

access the entire text book through a computer ONLINE only after logging in. NOTE as per

publisher- Purchase of this book includes a limited personal license to the online version for use

exclusively by the individual who has purchased the book. This license and access to the web site

operates strictly on the basis of a single user per PIN. The sharing of passwords is strictly

prohibited, and any attempt to do so will invalidate the password. The license and access may not

be lent, resold, or otherwise circulated.Coming to the REVIEW OF THIS BOOK which you all want

to read - "FANTASTIC" should say it in one word. Huge improvement in the presentation, contents,

pictures, videos & diagrams. The layout and presentation makes this book more enjoyable and

interesting to read compared to the 8th edition. The key points in boxes in most pages are good for

quick review. Similarly the multicolour tables are helpful. The book is overall well updated and is

relevant to early 2006 when it was written. The online edition updates this to current relevance partly

and it will be interesting to see how good this new option will be as time goes by.The NEGATIVE

points are - some of the diagrams are too gaudy and oversimplified and therefore practically not

good (more like primary school diagrams). Some of the surgical photographs are of poor standard

have blood in the field glaring and you can hardly see the anatomy they are pointing to. They need

to weed out such photographs & diagrams drastically in the next edition.Coming to the ONLINE

ACCESS of the text book at [...] -The text search option is miles better than the previous edition and

brings out the relevant ones and there is an indicator showing the relevance to your keyword

search. It also brings up the image library with relevant images at the same time with rating of

relevance to the topic searched which is significant improvement.There is a scrapbook in your



online account which stores all saved searches, bookmarks and your notes. Select multiple images

into the "lightboxes" and download the images at the end of your browsing.You can print the pages

you want in a printer friendly format. You can send pages you want to your PDA for browsing as

needed.Overall opinion - 4.5 out of 5 stars. All urology residents and consultant should have this,

preferably with the online access "E-dition" option (will cost an additional Euro 100 approx

compared to option 2- see below).SECOND OPTION -Campbells Urology 9ed 4 Volume Book with

CDRom Video Clips - WEIN ISBN:0721607985 EAN:9780721607986 Binding:HardbackList

Price:Euro 410 (guide price at a book store). Details same as above but WITHOUT access to online

4 volume text and updates . CD Rom has diagrams, photographs and references with links

only.THIRD OPTION:Campbell-Walsh Urology Online, 9th Edition (like a ebook which you can

access online only)PIN Code and User Guide to Continually Updated Online Reference Euro 398 or

GBP 265.00, E-dition Access, Reference at Elsevier site(which is cheapest of the three options as

you are excluding the hard cover book option)While buying cross check the International Standard

Book Number (ISBN) or EAN-European article number code to give you an idea about the text

option.
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